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1 inspired by God
a the contents of the scriptures

1124 graphe
2532 kai

1 a writing, thing written

1 and, also, even, indeed, but

2 the Scripture, used to denote either the book itself, or its contents

3588 ho

3 a certain portion or section of the Holy Scripture

1 this, that, these, etc.

1319 didaskalia

3809 paideia

1 teaching, instruction

1 the whole training and education of children
(which relates to the cultivation of mind and
morals, and employs for this purpose now commands and admonitions, now reproof and punishment) It also includes the training and care of
the body

2 teaching
a that which is taught, doctrine
b teachings, precepts
1343 dikaiosyne
1 in a broad sense: state of him who is as he ought
to be, righteousness, the condition acceptable to
God

2 whatever in adults also cultivates the soul, esp.
by correcting mistakes and curbing passions.
a instruction which aims at increasing virtue
b chastisement, chastening, (of the evils with
which God visits men for their amendment)

a the doctrine concerning the way in which
man may attain a state approved of God
b integrity, virtue, purity of life, rightness, correctness of thinking feeling, and acting

3956 pas

2 in a narrower sense, justice or the virtue which
gives each his due

1 individually
a each, every, any, all, the whole, everyone, all
things, everything

1650 elegchos

2 collectively

1 a proof, that by which a thing is proved or tested

a some of all types

2 conviction
4314 pros

1722 en

1 to the advantage of

1 in, by, with etc.

2 at, near, by

1882 epanorthosis

3 to, towards, with, with regard to

1 restoration to an upright or right state

5624 ophelimos

2 correction, improvement of life or character

1 profitable

2315 theopneustos
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